
ABB户外电机

产品名称 ABB户外电机

公司名称 无锡鸿良自动化设备有限公司

价格 1000.00/个

规格参数 品牌:ABB

公司地址 无锡市崇安区广瑞路780号名景区大厦1014室

联系电话 0510-82447181

产品详情
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  m2qaw series of three phase induction motors
is a member of the abb m2000 family with eu
efficiency class. the motors are designed and

manufactured according to iec34, iec72,
din42673, bs4999, as1359, gb755, gb10069,
and q/jbqs27. the electrical and mechanical

performances of abb m2qaw motors are
excellent. high efficiency 1.lkw-90kw 2p and 4p,
in s1 duty, m2qa motors are among the class 2

of cemep-eu standard,saving energy and
operating costs. voltage ranges of extra

versatility a wide range of voltages can be up to
max. 690 v,for 50 hz and 60 hz available reliable

windings to ensure long lifetime, the windings
are made of the latest available materials in
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class f protection and temperature rise limited to
class b (80k)in standard motors strong corrosion

protection the motors are made to withstand
aggressive environ as standard and they are

designed for long lifetime. for motors with
regreasing possibility ments. they have strong

and effective protection against corrosion
bearings with high load capacity all motors are
provided with deep-groove ball bearings, the
lifetime is extended. cast iron motors in sizes
71-250 are greased for life, and those in sizes

280-355 have a regreasing device as a
standard. low noise level the m2qa range has
been designed with to minimize motors noise
levels, by means of improving magnetic and

electrical design, ventilator condition, and
structure assembling size and technology.

additional windings protection ptc thermistors,
them-switches and anticondensation heaters on
request. mechanial design totally enclosed fan
cooled ip55 heavy duty design, manufactured

from extra corrosion resistant cast iron materials
to be used in all kind of environment. the motor
is mechanically very strong and robust and as
standard designed for additional energy saving
through frequency converter drives. drain holes

and plugs as standard in sizes 280 to 355
flexible cable entry direction terminal boxes are
mounted on the top of the motots, right or left.
terminal boxes of motor size 71-132 can rotate

4x90°,and those of 160-355 can rotate
2x180°.all are easy to refit. powerful refit

available the motors satisfy the requirements of
a wide range of environments and

applications,such as improving protection,
insulation level, regreasing facilities, dust-proof,

sealing rings, rainproof are available, a full range
of options are listed in pages 19-20. insulation

and insulation classes 

  according to iec 60085,insulating materials are
divided into insulation classes. each class has a
designation correspondin.q to the temperature
that is the upper limit of the range of application
of the insulating material under normal operating

condition. the winding insulation of a motor is
determined on the basis of the temperature rise
in the motor and the ambient temperature.the

insulation is normally dimensioned for the hottest
point in the motor at its normal rated output and
at ambient temperature of 40? .motors subjected



to ambient temperatures above 40? will
generally have to be derated. in most cases,the

standard rated outputs of motors from abb
motors are based on the temperature rise for

insulation class b.where the temperature rise is
according to class f,this is specified in the data
tables. however, all the motors are designed
with class f insulation,which permits a higher

temperature rise than class b.the
motors,therefore,have a generous over-load

margin. if temperature,rise to class f is
allowed,the outputs given in the tables can

generally be increased by about 12%.
temperature limits are according to

standards.the extra thermal margin when using
class f insulation with class b temperature rise

makes the motors more reliable.

（相关产品：西门子电机、abb电机、abb变频电机、西门子伺服电机、西门子贝得电机、abb普通电机
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